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Problem

For server-side neural network inference, raw images should leave 
the client-side.
Due to the direct sharing of raw images, potential privacy leakage is a 
big concern.
➢ Privacy-safe representation of the raw images needs to be 
generated on client-side and then be transmitted to the server-side.
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Problem: Privacy-Safe Representation

Privacy-safe representations (aka obfuscated images)
• can not be abused by malicious attackers

• Attribute inference attack (ex; gender, age)
• Reconstruction attack (from privacy-safe representation to original image)

• can be utilized with ML models for pre-designated tasks
• Ex) Facial expression classification
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Existing Solution: Adversarial Representation Learning

1. Predefine utility task and adversary task.
• Utility task is what the server will eventually inference from the encoded images.
• We can consider adversary task as a proxy for possible adversary attacks.

2. Train the encoder, utility task model, and adversary task model simultaneously.
• The utility task model tries to minimize utility task loss.
• The adversary task model tries to minimize adversary task loss.
• The encoder tries to minimize utility task loss and maximize adversary task loss.

3. After the training is done,
• Deploy the encoder to the client.
• Deploy the utility task model to the server.

* The existing methods vary from specific loss formulation, model architecture, and training scheme.
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* [Bertran et al., 2019], [Singh et al., 2021]
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Proposed Method : ARL + Frequency filtering
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Intuition: Information encoded in low or high-frequency range is enough for CNN to learn. [Yin et al., 2019], [Wang et al.,2020]

We used U-Net [Ronneberger et al., 2015] for the encoder.
Different from previous ARL methods that utilized special 1) loss function 2) neural net model architecture 3) training 
scheme, we simply added frequency filtering module to the basic ARL scheme. 
The frequency module helps with removing privacy-related information effectively.
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Evaluation Protocol
1. Choose an image dataset with various classification attributes.

• Ex) CelebA [Liu et al., 2015] dataset has 40 various facial attributes.
2. Select attributes for utility task and adversary task, respectively.

• From CelebA, use ‘smile’ as a utility task and ‘gender’ as an adversary task.
3. Train an encoder, utility task model, and adversary task model with the ARL 

training scheme.
4. Report utility task accuracy and adversary task accuracy, and their difference.

• Utility task accuracy is higher the better.
• Adversary task accuracy is lower the better.
• Thus, the difference between two is higher the better.

5. Train a reconstruction attacker and report quantitative/qualitative results.
• Report visual dissimilarity scores between the original and reconstructed 

images.
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Evaluation Protocol: Compared methods

< Noise >

1. Noise Addition (Noise)*: Add Gaussian noise to the image, so that the result 
does not show any information to human eye.

2. Low-pass Filtering (LP)*: The resulting image does not show any 
information to human eye.

3. Basic ARL (U-Net): Train U-Net [Ronneberger, 2015] with the ARL training 
scheme.

4. DISCO [Singh et al, 2021]: Channel attention based ARL method.
5. Ours : Combination of LP and U-Net.

< LP>
* Neural network is unnecessary for these methods.
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Results: Attribute Inference Attack

Privacy-Utility trade-offs among various methods and datasets.
Ours shows the biggest gap which means it effectively removes private information while retaining utility.

We followed the same task setting from DISCO [Singh et al, 2021].
• FairFace [Karkkainen and Joo, 2021]: Utility=Gender classfication, Privacy=Race classification
• CelebA [Liu et al., 2015]: Utility=‘Smile’ classification, Privacy=Gender classification
• CIFAR10 [Krizhevsky , 2009]: Utility=Living vs. non-living classification, Privacy=10 classes classification
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Results: Reconstruction Attack

The reconstruction attack is successful on the existing ARL methods (U-Net, DISCO).
With naïve methods (Noise, LP), the identity is hidden but the ‘gender’ is still revealed.
Our method: The identity and gender are properly hidden.

* CelebA Dataset
Utility=Smiling, Privacy=Gender
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Results: Reconstruction Attack

We used commonly used visual metrics to assess visual difference.
Ours shows the best dissimilarity score between the original and reconstructed images.
This result reconfirms the qualitative result.
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Results: Reconstruction Attack

We asked 30 people to judge ‘gender’ of the reconstructed images.
While the participants have judged with high accuracy among the compared methods,
ours showed accuracy of 56.9%, which is almost same to random guessing the task is binary classification.
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Conclusion

• A novel approach that combines frequency filtering and 
a neural net for privacy-safe machine learning.

• High privacy-utility trade-off.
• Robustness to the reconstruction attack 

quantitatively/qualitatively.
• Empirically confirmed the performance with various 

experiments and user study.
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